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"Official stories exist to protect officials." With the opening line as our guide, we're going to pry open

the vault of "official-dom" and see what lies beneath. Drawing information from 10 years of

investigative journalism, Liam invites you to join the hunt for the details that lie just beneath the

surface. In this heavily-researched but irreverent book, we'll look under the rocks and stones of our

culture: From CIA and JFK, to 9/11 and Shakespeare; from Vaccination to HIV to Big Bang theory,

Darwinism, Plate Tectonics and more. Think of it as a corrective textbook to all the tales we were

taught in school. Why do we accept some stories as true when the details so obviously contradict

the headlines? We're going to find out what's real, what's true, and what's just an "official story."
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First off, I have a bias, I know these topics, or at least many of them, very well. Almost everything in

the 911 chapter I was familiar with, so this is obviously territory I've tread on before. JFK,

Vaccination, CIA, & Darwin are all areas I know a good bit about also. Liam knocks this thing out of

the ball park with his excellent research, perspective, and his sharp as razors sense of irony and

sarcasm. Honestly, I don't know where this review will take me because I just finished this except for

the final chapter and I'm amazed. And, it's not the JFK stuff or the 911 stuff or even the vaccination

stuff or the Shake-Speare stuff in particular, it's the overall journey through Liam's mind and how

well he hooked all of this together and shifted into Darwin and the Big Electric Bang to end it on an

enlightening note. I already knew of Liam from the Robert Scott Bell Show which I had been

listening to once I had got tired of Alex Jones mouth. BTW, Alan Watt at

cuttingthroughthematrix***com... Go check that place out and be sure to LISTEN.What Liam offers



here is an extremely harsh reality, but with huge doses of humor which helps pull you along for the

ride and then he takes you into the Universe in a manner that transcends both religious creationist

dogma and bleak, random, Darwinist dogma. When he enters into the electric universe chapter be

prepared to have your mind blown.

Though I am not an avid reader, I received this book as a gift from my father in-law, whom I was

sure would start asking me questions about it soon, so I took to reading it right-away. Wow! I was

blown away on what was revealed in the various chapters. The 911 stuff was a real revelation to

me. I already believed our own people in the government knew it was coming down beforehand,

and I had heard some of the conspiracy theories surrounding it, but all the incidents and details that

Liam laid out in that chapter were shocking! Of course I looked online for supporting evidence and

found credible information that backed up the stories told, plus some.The Wall Street backed coup

to overthrow our government was a story new to me and I read it with great interest. It served to

highlight the fact that very wealthy and powerful people will go to any means necessary to get what

they desire, even if it means a nation's demise. Though it didn't happen as planned, it appears that

they ultimately got what they wanted in the first place; we are now the U.S.of A., Inc.I won't

comment on every chapter, but I must mention that the ones on Vaccines and HIV are certainly very

pertinent today, as both are in the news constantly and are continuously entrenched in controversy

and debate, amongst both scholars and lay persons, alike. Don't yell out "AIDS Denier!" as Liam

does not say that. He merely calls to question the so-called single cause of AIDS, its `magic bullet,'

HIV. And the Vaccine chapter makes one rethink the whole paradigm of modern medicine. When

you review the history of how vaccines came about to begin with, and what they are made of, it

reads like some cheap, twisted, sci-fi fractured fairy tale, with crazy mad scientists experimenting on

the population at-large.
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